. Characterization of cumulus cloud fields using trajectories in the center of gravity versus water mass phase space: 1. Cloud tracking and phase space description. Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres, 121(11),[6336][6337][6338][6339][6340][6341][6342][6343][6344][6345][6346][6347][6348][6349][6350][6351][6352][6353][6354][6355] Abstract We study the evolution of warm convective cloud fields using large eddy simulations of continental and trade cumulus. Individual clouds are tracked a posteriori from formation to dissipation using a 3-D cloud-tracking algorithm, and results are presented in the phase space of center of gravity altitude versus cloud liquid water mass (CvM space). The CvM space is shown to contain rich information on cloud field characteristics, cloud morphology, and common cloud development pathways, together facilitating a comprehensive understanding of the cloud field. In this part we show how the meteorological (thermodynamic) conditions that determine the cloud properties are projected on the CvM phase space and how changes in the initial conditions affect the clouds' trajectories in this space. This part sets the stage for a detailed microphysical analysis that will be shown in part II.
Introduction
Clouds and precipitation play crucial roles in the climate system as they influence the Earth's energy and water budgets [Baker and Peter, 2008; Trenberth et al., 2009] . A cloud field is a complex product of processes at various scales. At the macroscale environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, and wind profiles) determine the thermodynamic potential for cloud development, and at the microscale aerosols serve as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) required for the formation of the cloud droplets at the available supersaturation. In this study we focus on warm (liquid only) convective cloud fields that are less complex than mixed-phase clouds but are still not well understood. Warm cumulus clouds cover vast areas of the ocean (12%) and land (5%) [Warren et al., 1986; Warren et al., 1988] . They play a major role in the transport of moisture, heat, and aerosol to the free atmosphere. Changes in these clouds resulting from changes in aerosol properties or meteorological settings can impact the energy budget [Bony and Dufresne, 2005; Wielicki et al., 2005] and the hydrological cycle [Short and Nakamura, 2000] .
Separation of meteorological (thermodynamic) and aerosol effects is difficult because the microphysical processes are tightly coupled to cloud dynamics via their influence on latent heating, drag forces, droplet terminal velocities, evaporation rates, and supersaturation relaxation. The atmosphere constantly readjusts as the cloud field evolves, which may result in both weaker or magnified responses [e.g., Stevens and Feingold, 2009] . To try to separate individual processes in a coupled system, a cloud-resolving model or large eddy simulation (LES) can be used. Using such models, simulations can be performed for the same meteorological conditions changing only the aerosol properties [Khain, 2009; Tao et al., 2012] . Similarly, one can fix the aerosol concentration and force changes in the meteorological conditions. Assuming that the prescribed physics is accurate enough for the question at hand, the use of numerical models allows one to check the system sensitivity to changes in given parameters. However, generalization of the results and capturing the contribution of the coupled terms is challenging. liquid water path (LWP) or cloud total mass), hereafter CvM space, where the center of gravity altitude is the average height of the cloud weighted by the mass, defined as [Grabowski et al., 2006; Koren et al., 2009] :
where m i and z i are the respective mass [kg] and height [m] of voxel i of a cloud, and M the total water mass of the cloud. This representation in the CvM space bears similarity to graphs of observed profiles of liquid water content as a function of height in clouds [Cotton et al., 2011] , but its advantage is that it reduces the dimensionality of the problem and represents the whole cloud field with many of its inherent complexities in a single phase space that reflects both thermodynamic and microphysical properties. We demonstrate how trajectories in the proposed phase space describe common pathways of warm cumulus clouds under different environmental and microphysical conditions, and their evolution in time.
Model Description and Setup
We use the System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM) model (version 6.10.3) for conducting LES simulations [Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2003 ] (for details, see webpage: http://rossby.msrc.sunysb.edu/~marat/ SAM.html). SAM is a nonhydrostatic, anelastic model. Cyclic horizontal boundary conditions were used together with damping of gravity waves and maintaining temperature and moisture gradients at the model top. An explicit Spectral Bin Microphysics scheme [Khain et al., 2004] is used, which has been recently implemented in SAM and tested in several studies [Fan et al., 2009; Khain et al., 2013] . The scheme solves all warm microphysical processes, including droplet nucleation, diffusional growth, collision coalescence, sedimentation, and breakup. The model is initialized using an oceanic size distribution of ammonium-sulfate aerosols [Jaenicke, 1988; Altaratz et al., 2008] , maintaining constant mixing ratio with height. The aerosol size distribution is truncated between 5 nm and 2 μm (smallest and largest aerosol bin radius size). The aerosols serve as potential cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and undergo activation based on Kohler theory [Khain et al., 2000] . We solve a prognostic equation for the aerosol, which includes regeneration upon evaporation and removal by surface rain. The aerosol concentration can be depleted by 20%-40% (depending on the precipitation amount) during an 8 h simulation. The water drop bin radii range between 2 μm and 3.2 mm. For diagnostic purposes, a threshold of 40 μm radius is used to separate cloud droplets and rain drops. For both aerosol and water species, successive bins represent doubling of mass.
Two different cases are simulated. 1. The Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX) [Holland and Rasmusson, 1973; Siebesma et al., 2003] case study (named BOMEX-orig) that simulates a trade wind cumulus cloud field based on observations made near Barbados during June 1969. This case is initialized using the setup specified by the GEWEX Cloud System Study Boundary Layer Cloud Working Group.2. An Amazon cumulus case based on the afternoon dry season mean profile for August 2001 that was obtained during the Large-scale Biosphere-Atmosphere experiment data at Belterra, Brazil [Dias et al., 2012] .
To test meteorological effects on cloud evolution in the CvM space, low inversion (BOMEX-lowinv) and high inversion (BOMEX-highinv) versions of the BOMEX profile are simulated as well for a total of three BOMEX simulations ( Figure A1 ). The low (high) inversion soundings are created by lowering (raising) the inversion layer height in the original profile by 500 m, while keeping both temperature and moisture gradients constant in the subcloud, cloud, and inversion layers. All four soundings (three BOMEX and one Amazonian) and surface properties used to initialize the model are presented in Figure A1 and Table A1 .
Comparison of aerosol effects on BOMEX cloud fields is the topic of Part II of this work.
The grid size is set to 100 m in the horizontal direction and 40 m in the vertical direction for all simulations. The domain size is 12.8 km × 12.8 km × 4 km for the BOMEX simulations and extended to 6 km in the vertical direction for the Amazon run. The time step for computation is 1 s for all simulations, with a total runtime of 8 h. The initial temperature perturbations (randomly chosen within ± (0.1-1)°C) are applied near the surface, during the first time step.
Cloud Tracking
The purpose of a cloud-tracking algorithm is to track the evolution of a predefined set of properties defining an individual cloud through its life cycle. Previous cloud-tracking algorithms have been developed for models based on 2-D projections of the cloud [Jiang et al., 2006; Heus and Seifert, 2013] , 3-D volumes [Zhao and Austin, 2005; Heus et al., 2009; Plant, 2009; Dawe and Austin, 2012] , and for radar data [Handwerker, 2002] . In addition to the general requirement to analyze the average properties of a cloud field such as cloud fraction or mean LWP, there is added value in following individual cloud evolution in order to enable investigation of different stages of cloud lifetime and the interactions between clouds. Using a newly developed 3-D cloud-tracking algorithm (see detailed description below), we collected more than 40 different parameters that describe various cloud characteristics, including cloud water mass, rain water mass, cloud base and top height, horizontal cross-section area, shaded area, COG of total liquid water (and of cloud droplets and raindrops), updraft speeds, liquid water content (LWC), and buoyancy profiles (see Table B1 for the complete list). The advantages of this 3-D algorithm include its automatic ability to track a large number of relatively small clouds, to recognize splitting and merging events, and to keep record of the parent clouds (e.g., which cloud was the original cloud that split into two new clouds). All of the above make it a very useful tool for tracking cumulus cloud properties for investigation of their associated physical processes in time.
Method Description
The 3-D cloud-tracking algorithm is based on post simulation processing of 1 min interval output files from the LES model and is composed of four main stages: (1) cloud formation identification at a specific time (proto clouds), (2) tracking the clouds over the course of their lifetime, (3) identification of merge and split events, and (4) determination of "Continuous Cloud Entities" (hereafter CCE)-clouds that start as proto clouds and keep their identity through insignificant merge and split events. The details of each step are as follows:
1. Cloud identification. The cloudy voxels are determined as voxels with liquid water content (either cloud, rain, or both) above a threshold of 0.005 g kg À1 [Cohen and Craig, 2006] . Adjacent cloudy voxels are labeled as one cloud by a 3-D 26 segment method (allowing for connections along a diagonal). We apply a minimal threshold of four adjacent voxels to label a cloud; the smaller cloudy objects are ignored. 2. Tracking a cloud over the course of its lifetime. Each labeled cloud is tracked for subsequent analysis. The link between successive locations of a specific cloud is done by assuming its next position (in the next output) based on the local advection field. The first approximation of a cloud location "guess" is done by advancing the cloudy voxels according to the corresponding wind vectors. This guess of cloud position and shape is then compared to the simulated clouds in the next time step. If there is an overlap in the cloudy voxel positions between the guess and a simulated cloud, then it is determined to be the same cloud. In a horizontally periodic domain the tracking algorithm follows clouds as they move from one boundary through the opposite one and back into the domain. 3. Identification of proto, merged, and split clouds. Simulated clouds that do not overlap with any cloud guess from the previous time step are given a new label and classified as proto clouds (i.e., proto clouds are new clouds). When a previous time step cloud guess overlaps with only one simulated cloud, it is determined to be the same cloud and retains its label and classification type (i.e., proto, split, or merged). In the case that the overlap is with more than one simulated cloud, the simulated clouds are classified as split clouds and acquire new labels, as we assume that the "parent" cloud has split into two or more "children." In the case that the guesses of two or more clouds overlap with one simulated cloud, the cloud is classified as a merged cloud and acquires a new label (i.e., the old clouds' lifetimes are terminated as a new merged cloud is just born). For all cloud cases, information about their parent or children clouds is also saved in the cloud-tracking data set in order to enable the tracking of the full history of every cloud. 4. Determination of Continuous Cloud Entities (CCE). As a last step in the tracking algorithm we use all the collected data (for the categories proto, merged, and split clouds) for selecting and following the evolution of CCE clouds. This new category represents clouds that keep their identity through insignificant merge and split events. These clouds begin as proto clouds but can then merge with other clouds or split under the condition that they comprise at least 75% of the splitting/merging total water mass summation (e.g., if a proto cloud splits into two clouds of 200 kg and 1000 kg each, the 1000 kg cloud represents 83% of their sum and thus that cloud continues to be a CCE). . The total time of the simulation is 8 h, and cloud-tracking statistics are analyzed from 3 h (allowing sufficient spin-up time) to 7 h of simulation time in order to avoid cases of incomplete tracking of the entire cloud lifetime. A total of 4543 clouds are tracked (not including different time steps of the same cloud), of which 26.7%, 58.5%, 14.8% are categorized as proto, split, and merge types, respectively. Since CCE clouds are all initiated from proto clouds, their numbers are identical.
In Figure 1 a 3-D snapshot of the cloud field after 3.5 h of simulation is shown. The blue, green, and red colored clouds correspond to proto, split, and merged type clouds, respectively. Visual tracking of the 3-D field cloud type evolution serves as a simple sanity check for the cloud-tracking algorithm output. As can be expected, the small and medium sized clouds with low-altitude base are typically proto or split clouds, and the large, more developed clouds tend to be either split or merged. Generally, clouds that live more than a few minutes tend to undergo a split event, thus yielding a majority of split type clouds in the domain. Figure 2 presents the histograms of lifetime, maximum total water mass, and maximum equivalent radius (i.e., circular radius which corresponds to the observed cloud maximum cross-sectional area) of five different subsets of clouds during their lifetimes. The subsets are of proto clouds that remained proto throughout their lifetime (marked as "no int" in Figure 2 ), proto clouds until the point they either merged or split ("with int" in Figure 2 ), split clouds, merged clouds, and CCEs. For proto, merge, and split types, cloud lifetime represents the time span between being classified and either changing classification or dissipating (e.g., in the case a proto cloud lives for 1 min, and then splits to two clouds that live for 1 min each and dissipate, the lifetimes of all three will be 1 min). For CCEs, lifetime may represent a complete life cycle of a cloud, from initial formation (proto) to dissipation. The lifetime of the clouds in all the categories, except the CCEs, is between a few minutes to 30 min for a few "lucky" clouds. As expected, the CCEs reach longer lifetimes (up to more than an hour).
The split and merged cloud categories have the biggest maximum masses and radii. Some clouds in this category are the biggest clouds that lose some small fraction of their mass by splitting but remain relatively large, both in mass and area. The split and merged clouds mainly differ at the lower end of their cloud radii histograms as can be seen by the abundance of small-sized split clouds and hardly any small-sized merged clouds. The category characterized by the smallest maximum mass and radius is the proto clouds that did not undergo split or merge events. The CCEs are not amongst the largest clouds (in terms of both area and mass). This is due to two reasons. The first is that some of the largest clouds are formed by merging of two preexisting large clouds, none of which comprises more than 75% of the merged mass (our condition for CCE continuation). The second is that by the time the spin-up period is over, a few large split and merged type clouds already dominate the cloud field and are not part of our CCE collection (since CCEs initiate from proto clouds).
Two power law fits to the all-cloud type radii distribution were calculated: one for the small cloud radii subset and the other for the large cloud radii subset with a cutoff at 500 m. The slope of À1.21 for the small cloud subset is smaller than the previously reported range of À1.7 to À2 [Benner and Curry, 1998; G Zhao and Di Girolamo, 2007; Jiang et al., 2008; Dawe and Austin, 2012] . This may be due to our defined threshold of a minimum of four adjacent voxels (~110 m radius) that creates a general bias toward larger clouds (hence weaker slope). Moreover, the scale break (at 500 m) occurs at a smaller radius than previously reported. Nevertheless, the scale break radius and power law slope of the entire distribution (~-2.3) are in agreement with recent work [Heus and Seifert, 2013] .
Tracking a CCE is highly advantageous in that it enables us to follow a cloud along its whole life cycle, even if it undergoes minor merge and split events. Three examples of CCEs from the BOMEX-orig 500 cm À3 simulation are shown in Figure 3 , two nonprecipitating and the other precipitating, for which the time evolution of cloud base and top heights, water mass COG (and COG of cloud droplets and raindrops), and buoyancy profiles from surface to cloud top are shown (see Appendix B for details on buoyancy calculations). The top and base heights are determined as the highest and lowest levels with LWC > 0.005 g kg À1 . The two nonprecipitating clouds represent two common pathways for cloud dissipation without precipitating-one which is nonreversible ( Figure 3a ) and one which is reversible ( Figure 3b ). The three CCEs were tracked for 38, 36, and 56 min. During the last 15 min of the precipitating CCE cloud lifetime, the cloud experienced significant precipitation below cloud base. Also indicated in Figure 3 are cases of splitting or merging (a total of 4, 3, and 12 cases for the nonreversible, reversible, and precipitating CCEs, respectively), which were found to be insignificant by the tracking algorithm, i.e., the CCE retained at least 75% of the total interaction mass.
Several interesting phenomena can be seen by following the CCE from beginning to end:
1. The cloud initially forms above a layer of positively buoyant air near the surface (red shading in Figure 3 ). It is stronger in the case of the deeper (precipitating) cloud, implying that the magnitude and time span of the initial buoyant plume may determine the cloud's future. Above it there is a negatively buoyant transition layer (blue colors near cloud base in Figure 3 ), which the updrafts manage to break through [Heus et al., 2009] . Generally, we found negative or neutral buoyancy near the cloud lifting condensation level (LCL) for all clouds, in agreement with previous studies that reported on this near-cloud base transition layer [Malkus, 1958; Garstang and Betts, 1974; de Roode and Bretherton, 2003; Grant and Lock, 2004; Neggers et al., 2007 ]. 2. The cloud then develops and is maintained by one (in the nonprecipitating cases) or a series (precipitating case) of in-cloud positively buoyant plumes/thermals. These pulses were recognized in previous works [Blyth et al., 1988; Heus et al., 2009] . They span 5-15 min each.
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3. Cloud top regions consistently show negative buoyancy, due to overshooting of the level of neutral buoyancy or turbulent mixing with dry subsaturated environmental air and increased evaporation (cooling) [Squires, 1958; Blyth, 1993; Xue and Feingold, 2006] . 4. Eventually, toward the end of the cloud lifetime, one of three scenarios may occur. a For the nonreversible dissipating case, the CCE eventually decouples from the surface layer (i.e., negative subcloud buoyancy), and its base height increases as it dissipates by evaporation near the inversion layer. In this case the dissipation occurs from below. This is the most common scenario for BOMEX clouds. b For the reversible dissipating case, at a certain point the cloud growth stops, but the CCE cloud base remains at the LCL. In this case the dissipation occurs from above, where both CCE mass and top height decrease with time. Frequently, clouds can undergo short periods of reversible dissipation followed by recoupling with a subcloudy layer thermal and reigniting of cloud growth (as seen in Figure 3c before precipitation begins) [Heus et al., 2009] . c For precipitating cases, significant rain mass accumulates at this stage. As shown in Figure 3c , the total mass COG follows the rain mass COG instead of cloud mass COG toward the end of the cloud lifetime, after which it precipitates. This stage is illustrated in Figure 3c by a decrease in cloud base height below the LCL until it reaches the ground, negative buoyancy profiles from the surface and through most of the cloud profile, and a fast decrease in total mass COG.
Although only three examples of CCE cloud evolution are shown here, they are representative of the main CCE evolutions in our simulations.
Analyzing the Evolution of All Clouds in the CvM Space
The locations of all clouds as sampled at all output time steps (every 1 min, over the course of 4 h of simulation, for the same simulation as in section 4.1) in the COG versus mass (CvM) phase space are presented in two scatterplots in Figure 4 , one representing a morphological classification of clouds in the CvM space by dividing cloud total mass by mean cloud horizontal area), so that a comparison with the theoretical adiabatic cloud LWP (black dashed line in Figure 4 corresponds to state after 5 h of simulation) can be performed. The adiabatic vertical profile was calculated by iteratively solving for the moist adiabatic parcel water content increase with height, using domain averaged temperature and pressure at the LCL height as the vertical profile initial conditions [Pontikis, 1996; Kostinski, 2008] . The inversion layer base height (black dash-dotted horizontal lines in Figure 4 ) after 5 h of simulation is also shown. It is important to note that COG represents the height where mass is concentrated and not the cloud's top height. For small mass clouds, where the cloud base and top are in close proximity, the COG may be a good representation of the cloud top height, but for large mass clouds the COG is located below the cloud top height.
Generally, it can be seen that the majority of clouds are confined between the adiabatic approximation curve and the inversion layer base. The small LWP and low COG clouds (correspond to initial stages of cloud formation) are located close to the adiabatic curve. However, as LWP increases (larger and deeper clouds), the scatter of clouds diverges from the adiabatic line. This is in agreement with subadiabatic expectations for most cumuliform clouds [Warner, 1955] . Some large LWP clouds have COG above the inversion layer base, meaning that those clouds have tops that considerably overshot the inversion layer base.
The representation in this CvM space provides a more realistic representation of the cloud evolution in comparison with simple parcel theory predictions or domain averages, as the full range of cloud trajectories is projected. As will be seen below, cloud field parameters such as effective cloudy layer top height (i.e., the actual height to which many of the small dissipating clouds reach, as opposed to the theoretically calculated equilibrium level height), entrainment mixing magnitude/degree of adiabaticity (i.e., deviation of cloud growth trajectories from the adiabatic approximation), rain production, etc. can be deduced, making the CvM phase space an efficient map for describing cloud fields.
Morphological Classification in CvM Space
Different categories of clouds, as determined by the cloud-tracking algorithm (proto, merged, and split clouds), occupy specific subspaces in the CvM domain (Figure 4a ). The locations of those subsets can be interpreted following the time evolution (trajectory) of a single CCE. Time evolution examples for the CCEs presented in Figure 3 , the precipitating CCE (bold black line), reversible dissipating CCE (bold cyan line), nonreversible dissipating CCE (bold magenta line), are superimposed in Figure 4a . Additional nonreversible dissipating CCEs are plotted as well (magenta lines), to illustrate how the entire CvM domain can be occupied by evolving clouds.
A few stages in the CCE evolution can be identified along these example trajectories. The first stage is the growing stage, where clouds increase in both water mass and COG. Toward the end of the growing stage the cloud starts losing its water by evaporation (for the nonprecipitating clouds) and also by rain (for the precipitating cloud), and as a result its LWP decreases. It is important to note that the maximum mass and maximum depth (reflected by the COG) attained during the growing stage determine the rest of the trajectory of the CCE in the later dissipation stage, as is evident by observing the dissipating CCE trajectories. For the nonreversible cases, the dissipation trajectories appear as horizontal lines (depletion of cloud mass in time, with little change in COG), leaving small cloud remnants located above the adiabat and below the inversion layer base. For the reversible cases, the dissipation trajectories are similar to the growth trajectories (in proximity to the adiabatic curve) but the direction is opposite, with decrease in both COG and mass. Alternatively, some clouds manage to develop substantial precipitation, and after the growing stage they lose both COG and mass and often their COG falls below the adiabat (e.g., see thick black line, Figure 4a ).
Considering these trajectories of representative CCEs, we can interpret the subspaces occupied by different groups of clouds. Added are corresponding cloud number and mass percentages for each group. The cloud number percent for a specific cloud type indicates the relative amount of points (clouds samples) in the CvM space attributed to that state, while the cloud mass percent indicates the relative amount of total simulation water mass attributed to that state. The proto clouds represent the initial stage in CCE life cycle (in case they later split or merge) or relatively small clouds throughout their entire lifetime. Proto clouds comprise 37.9% of all cloud samples, but only 4.3% of the total water mass in this simulation. For clouds that contain larger water mass and are more vertically developed, the likelihood of splitting (48.8% of cloud samples, 53.3% of mass) or merging (13.3% of cloud samples, 42.4% of mass) is higher compared to the small clouds.
The merged clouds mainly occupy the high-end LWP part of the CCE trajectory, where large growing clouds have a larger probability to merge with other clouds. The split clouds occupy the whole space as well as the upper limit of the biggest masses in the CvM space domain. The splitting events can create two or more resulting clouds, and thus the split clouds are the most widespread on the CvM phase space. For example, here 85%, 12%, 2%, and 0.4% of splitting cases result in 2, 3, 4, and 5 split clouds, respectively. Moreover, the clouds located below the adiabatic curve are mainly split type clouds that are precipitating segments of clouds.
Physical Classification in CvM Space
The insights obtained from the time evolution analysis (Figures 3 and 4a) propose an alternative classification scheme for the clouds in the CvM space, based on simple physical considerations. By comparing cloud base height (Cld base ) with the highest (LCL(t) max ) and lowest (LCL(t) min ) local (per column) LCL heights in the domain for a given time step, we may classify the clouds into four branches (see Figure 4b ): (i) Growing branch, clouds with cloud base within the LCL limits (LCL(t) min ≤ Cld base ≤ LCL(t) max ). Additional term (for separating the growing clouds from dissipating clouds) is that growing branch clouds must increase either in mass or in top height compared to the previous cloud-tracking time step (1 min interval).
(ii) Reversible dissipating branch, same cloud base criteria as the growing branch, but for clouds that decrease both in mass and in cloud top height compared to the previous cloud-tracking time step. (iii) Nonreversible dissipating branch, cloud base above the maximum LCL height (LCL(t) max < Cld base ) and (iv) precipitating branch, cloud base below minimum LCL height (Cld base < LCL(t) min ). The physical classification indeed separates the clouds in the CvM space into distinct subsets, where the main regions of overlap are along Due to large variance of vertical velocities, however, the separation to branches in the CvM space using this parameters is less unique with more overlap between the branches.
The morphological and physical classifications are complementary to each other and can be used to associate cloud types (from the cloud tracking) to physical stages in cloud lifetime. Most of the proto clouds are located around the initial and midparts of the growing branch (near the LCL) and in the lower regions of the dissipation branches. Merged clouds mainly occupy the high mass regions of both growing and precipitation branches, and split clouds occupy the entire phase space (all four of the branches). As opposed to what might be implied by the spatial distribution of clouds in the CvM space, the abundance of the clouds in each of the branches correlates poorly with the amount of total water mass they represent due to the logarithmic X axis. The growing branch comprises 70.8% of the cloud samples and 52.4% of the mass. The reversible dissipating branch comprises 10.3% of cloud samples and 9.5% of mass. The nonreversible dissipating branch comprises 14.8% of cloud samples but only 2.2% of the mass. Lastly, only 4.1% of cloud samples reside in the precipitating branch, but they constitute a significant part of the total mass (36%). The number asymmetry favoring growing branch clouds is in line with observations [Rauber et al., 2007; Meerkötter and Bugliaro, 2009; Nuijens et al., 2013] and numerical studies [M Zhao and Austin, 2005; Heus et al., 2009; Plant, 2009; Witte et al., 2014] of warm cumulus cloud fields, where for the majority of the clouds' lifetimes, cloud bases are at the vicinity of the LCL while cloud growth occurs.
Analysis of Branches in the CvM Space
Further understanding of the cloud field characteristics may be attained by in depth analysis of each of the branches (growing, reversible dissipating, nonreversible dissipating, and precipitating). Out of the four, the growing and reversible dissipating branches are most intuitive to physically interpret since they can be easily compared with a (sub)adiabatic parcel model. In Figure 5 the mean curves representing the growing branch (yellow markers) and reversible dissipating branch (cyan markers) are compared with the adiabatic approximation (red markers). Based on physical considerations, the curves can be well represented by a power law (see Appendix C for details):
where a is a function of the b coefficient and environmental conditions (i.e., cloud base thermodynamic properties, see equation (C5)), c is the LCL height, and b is a measure for the liquid water content (LWC) dependence on height (i.e., LWC∝H 1Àb b , 0.5 < b < 1). The values for b range between 0.5 in the case of adiabatic cloud to 1 in the extreme case of fixed LWC with height (see Appendix C). By using COG-LCL as our vertical ] for specific subsets in the CvM space, including: growing branch (yellow markers), reversible dissipiating branch (cyan markers), precipitating branch (black markers), CCEs (blue cross markers), proto and merged type (blue circle markers), and the adiabatic approximation (red marker). Power law fits are added for the growing, reversible dissipating, and precipitating branches and the adiabat (see legends for fit details).
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coordinate we can eliminate the c coefficient. The adiabatic curve perfectly matches the power law: COG ∝ LWP 0.513 . The LWP exponent is slightly above 0.5, meaning that the explicit moist abiabatic LWC increase is slightly sublinear (i.e., linear increase of LWC with height yields an exponent of 0.5).
Using a coefficient from the adiabat power law fit, we can solve equation (C6) to obtain the domain specific thermodynamic constant, γ, and use it to constrain power law fitting for the other branches in the domain, so that COG is only a function of the LWC dependence on height (b), namely
where ζ = 1 × 10 À3 [m] is a constant vertical scale, and ρ = 1 [kg/m 3 ] the air density. It is seen that the power law also applies for the mean of the growing branch but has a larger exponent b = 0.542, indicating subadiabaticity of the cloud field (i.e., b > 0.513 implies sublinear LWC increase with height for the BOMEX case). Both mixing with dry air and water loss via precipitation can contribute to lower LWC with height and subadiabaticity. Hence, the exponent of the power law may be used as a direct measure for the degree of adiabaticity of the cloud field. As expected due to further deviation from the adiabat, the mean of the reversible dissipating branch corresponds to a slightly larger (and less adiabatic) exponent b = 0.554. This branch can be considered as a subadiabatic pathway back to a similar location of the early cloud growth stages.
For cases where the growing branch is less pronounced (e.g., when high precipitation efficiency maintains a cloud base lower than the LCL, as will be seen in Part II), alternative subsets of cloud types may be taken to represent the growing stages of clouds. The mean of the CCEs (blue crosses) and mean of the proto and merged type clouds (blue circles) are compared with the mean growing branch curve. Both mean curves compare well with the growing branch, with a slight overestimation of the COG (more so for the CCE curve). This is due to the addition of mainly nonreversible dissipating branch clouds to the averaging, which by definition have higher COG than the growing branch for the same mass.
The mean of the precipitating branch (black markers, Figure 5 ) is also plotted. It can also be well represented by a power law, with an exponent b = 0.104. As opposed to the case of the growing branch, the physical interpretation of the exponent value (and other fit coefficients) is not straightforward, as theory predicting the decrease of COG with decrease of LWP due to precipitation has yet to be developed. It is likely that the precipitating branch reflects a superposition of growth, dissipation, and sedimentation processes. This assumption is supported by Figure 5 , where the precipitation branch coincides with the growing branch at high masses, reversible dissipation branch at intermediate masses, and falls below the adiabatic approximation at the lowest masses.
Nevertheless, the power law exponent serves as means of comparing with other branches and other domains. Further analysis shows that the abundance of precipitation branch clouds below the adiabat is indicative of the rain amount reaching the surface, while the abundance of precipitation branch clouds above the adiabat is mainly indicative of precipitation processes in the clouds (see section 4.3.1).
Unlike the growing, reversible dissipating, and precipitating branches, which are relatively confined in the CvM space, the nonreversible dissipating branch is much more disperse and fills most of the space between the growing branch and the inversion layer base height. However, from Figure 4a it is clear that a consistent nonreversible dissipation pathway behavior exists. Following CCE trajectories in the CvM space reveals that the pathway of a cloud in the nonreversible dissipation area is directly linked to its maximum COG in the growing branch.
In Figure 6a , a normalized density plot of the nonreversible dissipation branch is shown. The low LWP-low COG region is a preferred location for nonreversible cloud dissipation, meaning that most clouds that form here fail to develop substantially, as can also be seen for the reversible dissipating branch. This is in line with a general gradual decrease in abundance of dissipating clouds with increasing COG. For higher levels of COG the dissipating space is smoothly occupied, indicating that dissipation pathways occur at all heights within the cloudy layer. We note that a bimodal pattern is seen, with a second local peak of dissipating cloud abundance at COG~1250 m due to convergence of nonreversible dissipating pathways slightly below the inversion layer base.
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Figures 6b and 6c sort the nonreversible dissipation branch by cloud base height and cloud thickness, respectively. As a first approximation, the cloud thickness can be taken as proportional to the cloud mean LWP, for all COG heights. The distribution of dissipating cloud base height is less straightforward. The distance between a dissipating cloud and the growing branch on the CvM space can be linked (nonlinearly) to the cloud base height; the larger the distance, the higher the base height. For small LWP (<10 g m À2 ), almost all clouds are of small sizes, with cloud depth less than 300 m and a COG nearly equal to cloud base height (i.e., strong cloud base height dependence on COG height). As we move to larger LWP, cloud base height tends to be constant with COG height (i.e., strong cloud base height dependence on LWP).
Added to Figure 6b are schematic nonreversible dissipation pathways (blue arrows), as inferred from the nonreversible dissipation pathways of CCEs in Figure 4a . They are manifested in the CvM space by loss of cloud mass with little change in COG. From Figure 3a it was seen that such a pathway represents dissipation by rising cloud base. The gradual increase in cloud base ( Figure 6b ) and decrease in thickness (Figure 6c ) with decreasing LWP are consistent with Figure 3a , implying that the majority of nonreversible dissipating clouds follow the rising cloud base dissipation pathways. Nevertheless, the highest COG nonreversible dissipation branch clouds (encompassed by the blue ellipse in Figure 6b ) seem to stand alone. They are unlikely to form by gradual dissipation since no clouds with similar COG height but larger LWP values exist for them. Using cloud-tracking data, we found that these clouds form by a shedding (splitting) mechanism of small mass and high COG clouds from large well-developed clouds. This shedding also occurs at other regions with prominent negative buoyancy. Such an example is frequent shedding of small mass and low COG clouds near the cloud base, but in that case the clouds cannot be distinguished since they are intermixed in the CvM space with other clouds that follow rising base dissipation pathways.
Comparison of Simulations in CvM Space 4.3.1. Full CvM Space Comparison
We now review a selection of simulations and see how meteorological conditions are manifested in the CvM space. Four different simulations (BOMEX-org, BOMEX-lowinv, BOMEX-highinv, and AMAZON, as described in section 2) are presented on the CvM space (Figure 7 ), using both classification types. In addition, for precipitating branch subsets only, specific thermodynamic parameters that cannot be explicitly inferred from the CvM space are compared in Table 1 . The simulations were initialized using different thermodynamic profiles and with the same initial concentration of aerosol (500 cm
À3
). Similar to Figure 4 , the adiabatic estimations and inversion layer base heights are added for reference (after 5 h of simulation). Figures 7a-7c and 7e-7g show the effect of modifying the cloudy layer depth (by changing the inversion layer height) on the cloud development in the BOMEX case studies. We note that the BOMEX thermodynamic profiles change very little (i.e., differences between profiles remained much larger than changes along time per profile) throughout the 8 h of simulation, while the AMAZON simulation profile showed slight warming and a gradual increase of 50 m per hour in the LCL height.
In all three BOMEX simulations there are only minor differences in the total number (~17 × 10 3 ) of tracked clouds and number and mass fractions of different cloud morphological types, indicating that the changes 
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in inversion layer height has little effect on the cloud field organization and interactions between the clouds. Proto clouds comprise less than 2-5% of the mass but 35-40% of the cloud samples. Split clouds comprise 50-55% of the mass and 45-50% of the samples, and merge clouds comprise 40-45% of the mass and 13-15% of the samples.
For the BOMEX-lowinv simulation (Figures 7a and 7e inversion at~1000 m) , the scatterplot presents a thin cloudy layer, where proto clouds (together with merged and split clouds) manage to occupy almost the entire growing branch. The growing branch consists of about half of the mass (48.9%) and the majority of cloud samples (71.4%) in this simulation. The reversible dissipating branch (6.9% of mass, 10.2% of samples) covers most of the growing branch, excluding the highest masses. The nonreversible dissipating branch (only 1% of mass, 13.8% of samples) fills most of the space between the adiabatic curve and the inversion layer base and is densely populated by split clouds and to a lesser degree proto clouds that form within the cloudy layer. The cloudy layer is shallow in this case and little effect of entrainment is seen, i.e., the growing branch is close to the adiabatic curve. This small effect of the entrainment process on the clouds can be explained by the high relative humidity values in the shallow cloudy layer in this simulation (see the profile in Figure A1 ). Although yielding little surface precipitation (total of~46 mm), a significant amount of mass can be attributed to the precipitating branch (43.2% of mass, 4.6% of samples), indicating that a few of these relatively shallow cumulus clouds can grow to very large sizes and be rather efficient at producing precipitation. Figure 4 for four different case studies, showing both morphological (a-d) and physical (e-h) classifications of the clouds. Case study names and total tracked cloud amounts are included in upper panel titles and correspond to the case studies described in section 2. All cases were run with 500 cm À3 aerosol concentrations. AMAZON profile does not have a distinct inversion layer (see Figure A1 ), so its inversion base height is not included. 
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There is also a noticeable deviation of the growing branch from the adiabat at large masses. This is accompanied by the larger deviation of the reversible dissipating branch from the growing branch as well. Only a small portion of small mass clouds (LWP < 10 2 g m À2 ) have COG above the inversion layer, while many of the large mass clouds reach the inversion layer and some even overshoot it (top height significantly above the inversion base height). Although the number of precipitating clouds below the adiabat increases (as does the amount of surface rainfall -total of~89.5 mm), the total percent of precipitating branch clouds remains unchanged and the percent of mass attributed to the precipitation branch decreases (36%) compared to the BOMEX-lowinv case. This is compensated by minor mass increases of a few percent in the other branches.
The BOMEX-highinv simulation (Figures 7c and 7g inversion at~2000 m) results present a continuation of the trends described above. This simulation produces clouds with higher COG and larger mass, exhibits a larger deviation of the growing branch and reversible dissipation from the adiabat, and more low COG precipitating clouds and surface precipitation (total of~177 mm), but with only minor changes in the relative distribution of mass and number between the branches compared to the other BOMEX simulations. The nonreversible dissipation branch in this simulation is clearly divided into two separate regions, one which extends from the growing branch to smaller mass and one near the inversion layer base (enclosed within the blue ellipse in Figure 7g ). As described in section 4.2.3, the former mainly represents gradual dissipation of clouds via a rising cloud base, while the latter mainly represents shedding of small clouds from the tops of deep clouds.
According to the analyses, two indications for the magnitude of entrainment can be derived from the CvM phase space. The first is the deviation of the growing branch from the adiabatic approximation. This deviation, however, is similarly affected by entrainment and sedimentation; and thus, entrainment effects should be examined only on growing branch clouds that mainly consist of cloud droplets with negligible terminal velocity (i.e., more polluted cases or clouds in their early development stages). The second indication of entrainment is the number of clouds that their COG reaches the inversion layer base for all LWP values. Less entrainment in the cloudy layer would enable the clouds to fulfill their convective potential and reach the inversion layer (and above, since COG height is equal or lower than cloud top height). In the dissipation stage less entrainment decreases the rate at which clouds evaporate [Dagan et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2015] . In the CvM space this effect would be manifested by clouds fully occupying the region delineated between 
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the adiabat and the inversion layer base. Indeed, in the BOMEX-lowinv simulation we see a dense population of clouds near the inversion layer base since the cloudy layer is thin and characterized by relatively high RH values. In the two other BOMEX simulations the cloudy layers are thicker, and the RH decreases with increasing height, thus fewer clouds manage to reach the inversion layer.
The Amazon simulation (Figures 7d and 7h) differs greatly from the BOMEX ones. The higher temperature and lower humidity near the surface over land result in a much higher LCL (~1.5 km,~1 km higher than in the BOMEX case). As seen for other case studies, the theoretical LCL predicts the simulated cloud base accurately during the course of the simulation. Even though this case lacks an inversion layer, results show that the effective cloudy layer top height can be set at~3.5 km. The effective cloudy layer top in this case is determined by a combination of increased entrainment and gradual profile stabilization above the LCL height. The growing branch appears to deviate less from the adiabatic approximation in comparison with the BOMEX cases and reaches higher mass values. It is also considerably wider than in the BOMEX cases, probably due to the twofold increase in cloud LCL height variance for that simulation. This may also partially explain the increased variance of the precipitating branch scatter per LWP value. The reversible dissipating branch also shows much larger variance per LWP compared to the BOMEX cases, with much more overlap with the nonreversible dissipating branch region. The nonreversible dissipating branch bears similarity to the BOMEX-highinv one, where the protruding segment of high COG and low mass can be considered separate from the lower dissipating clouds, due to different mechanisms of their formation.
A major difference between the AMAZON and BOMEX simulations is how the mass and number of clouds are distributed in the different cloud types and physical branches. Proto clouds only comprise 0.5% of the mass but 26.9% of the cloud samples, split clouds 37.8% of the mass and 61.6% of the cloud samples, and merged clouds 61.7% of the mass but only 11.5% of the cloud samples. The dominance of merging events is clearly reflected in the threefold larger cloud sizes of the AMAZON precipitating branch clouds. More dramatic is the increase in mass attributed to the precipitating branch (77.9% of mass) in expense of the growing branch (18.9% of mass), with increased surface precipitation (total of~723 mm) which lowers the cloud base. The increased precipitation can be explained by larger cloud sizes and thicknesses, vertical velocities, and slightly larger LWC, as seen in Table 1 . The results above indeed show that the abundance of clouds whose COG lie below the adiabatic curve is a good indicator of surface rain amounts, and that the wellknown relationship between cloud thickness and surface rain holds in the simulations.
Mean Cloud Pathways in CvM Space
The fact that subsets in the CvM space occupy well-defined regions enables us to average these subsets and compare mean subset curves for different simulations instead of comparison of the entire occupied CvM space. As seen in Figure 5 , these subsets may include among others the mean growing, reversible dissipating, or precipitating branches, mean of CCEs trajectories, or mean of proto and merged type clouds. This analysis enables easy and direct comparison between different fields or different model results. In Figure 7 mean cloud LWP was used to represent the cloud mass in the CvM space, mainly for easy comparison with the adiabatic approximation. However, when comparing mean curves, averaging can be done with respect to either LWP or total mass. The former is advantageous for comparisons with cloud parcel theory and is a good measure of cloud thickness but is disadvantageous in that clouds of vastly different total masses (i.e., different areas, shapes) are considered together. For this reason, results here are shown for both methods of averaging. ), raising or lowering the inversion base height of the original BOMEX profile results in corresponding shifts in their mean CvM trajectories, with maximum COG higher (lower) by~300 m for the higher (lower) inversion shift. Increasing the inversion base height also drives an increase in the maximum mass of the curves and the COG standard deviation per mass value. Power law fit exponents (legend, Figure 7a ) increase with higher inversion layer height (from 0.535 to 0.546), indicating a corresponding decreased level of adiabaticity.
For the AMAZON case, when averaged by COG-LCL versus LWP, the curve bears similarity to the BOMEX ones, with a slightly lower trajectory. But when averaged by COG versus total mass the mean curve is located well above the BOMEX ones and reaches 5 times the maximum cloud mass, indicating much larger cloud areas (as seen in Table 1 ). The AMAZON curve in Figure 8a shows a higher level of adiabaticity (power law exponent of 0.531), even though the AMAZON thermodynamic profile has slightly lower relative humidity in the cloudy layer in comparison with BOMEX. This may be due to the significantly larger cloud sizes and thicknesses for the AMAZON case (see Table 1 ) that reduce the influence of entrainment on the clouds, and due to larger maximum vertical velocities and larger cloudy layer buoyancy (not shown here) that promote higher LWC, together yielding more adiabatic conditions. The mean reversible dissipation curves (Figures 8b and 8e ) bear great resemblance to the mean growing branch curves. This can be expected since they basically consist of similar CvM trajectories but of reverse directions. As indicated in Figures 5 and 8 , the mean reversible dissipation curves are less adiabatic than the mean growing branch, with power law exponents ranging from 0.546 (lowInv) to 0.559 (highInv) for the BOMEX simulations and 0.539 for the AMAZON simulation. The rank of adiabaticity seen for the mean growing curves is maintained for the mean reversible dissipation curves as well. Two additional differences between the two branches are that the reversible dissipation branch reaches lower maximum mass values and exhibits larger standard deviations per mass value, as expected from the larger CvM scatter seen in Figure 7 .
The precipitating branches (Figures 8c and 8f) for BOMEX simulations show opposite behaviors for small and large cloud masses, with a common crossover point at medium mass values. At large masses, the higher the inversion layer height, the higher the precipitating branch extends. At small masses, the higher the inversion layer, the lower the precipitating branch extends. When compared in the COG-LCL versus LWP space, the AMAZON precipitating branch most resembles the BOMEX-orig case but extends to both lower and higher masses. The large span of the branch is more obvious in COG versus total mass space. A few conclusions can be reached from the precipitating branch analysis and from accumulated surface rain data (see Table 1 ): (i) the branch slope (Figure 8c) is not necessarily indicative of surface rain amounts. (ii) The lower the branch extends below the LCL height, the more surface rain can be expected, and (iii) the large span of mass and branch standard deviation values is an additional indication of surface rain.
Summary
A new 3-D cloud-tracking algorithm is introduced. The algorithm tracks the evolution of individual clouds including identification of splitting and merging cases, with the ability to track the evolution of Continuous Cloud Entities (CCE) along their whole lifetime while they go through insignificant merge and split events and keep their identity. The altitude of the cloud center of gravity (COG) and its total mass (or mean LWP) is calculated for each cloud and projected on the COG versus Mass (CvM) phase space at 1 min temporal resolution. Each cloud creates a trajectory in the CvM space due to its mass and COG evolution in time. The projection of all the clouds in a given field (defined by the initial thermodynamic conditions and aerosol loading) on the CvM phase space or averaging it into a mean curve is a useful and compact way to examine the cloud field properties. Hence, we propose to use this space as a general map for describing cloud fields.
By observing typical CCE trajectories, one can link basic processes during the cloud lifetime to the different regions in the CvM phase space. The majority of clouds originate at COG near the lifting condensation level (LCL) height with small mass values (i.e., bottom left subspace) and then increase in both mass and COG altitude. After growing to some maximum mass, a cloud may reside some time at the mature stage and sometimes start to precipitate (with no significant changes in COG or mass), followed by the dissipation stage, where there are three main possibilities (see Figures 3 and 4) .1. evaporates mainly from the lower part of the cloud accompanied by rising cloud base, showing reduction in mass without much change in COG (see the low mass-high COG part of the nonreversible trajectories in Figure 4a ).2. Reversible dissipation: The cloud evaporates mainly from the upper part of the cloud accompanied by a decrease in cloud top, showing simultaneous decrease of COG and mass in the CvM space. These clouds eventually return close to the cloud's initial state on a trajectory nearly identical (but in opposite direction) to cloud growth.3. Precipitating. The cloud simultaneously loses mass and COG with a lowering of the cloud base, where initially the loss of mass is dominant and toward the end of the cloud lifetime the decrease in COG is dominant.
These insights, combined with cloud-tracking information, enable morphological and physical classifications of the CvM subspaces. The morphological classification partitions the space according to the cloud type (proto-new cloud, split cloud created by splitting event, merged cloud created by merging event), while the physical classification partitions the space according to cloud base height with respect to the LCL, yielding growing and reversible dissipating (for cloud base near LCL), precipitating (for cloud base below LCL), and nonreversible dissipating (for cloud base above LCL) branches. The additional separation between the growing and reversible dissipating branches is done based on the condition that growing branch clouds must increase either in mass or cloud top with respect to their previous state. The distribution of cloud amount and total water mass within each subset gives information as to which cloud type/process dominates the cloud field. The growing, reversible dissipating, and precipitating branches can both be represented by a power law COG ∝ LWP b that enables easy comparison between different simulations. In the case of the growing and reversible dissipating branches, the power law exponent can be physically interpreted and directly compared with the~0.5 value (corresponds to the purely adiabatic case) to test degree of adiabaticity. Analysis of the nonreversible dissipating branch clouds shows that they reach the low mass-high COG regions either by gradual dissipation of cloud mass while their cloud base rises or by shedding of small clouds off larger clouds.
We have shown that the CvM space is a useful tool for comparison between different simulations. These comparisons may be done using either the entire CvM space (Figure 7 ) or averages of specific CvM subsets (Figure 8 ). In the latter case, there are multiple choices for which subset to average, depending on what process we are aiming to compare, and on the specific characteristics of the simulation. Moreover, averages can be done with respect to total mass or LWP in the X axis, and COG or COG-LCL in the Y axis, each contributing information on the cloud field. For example, in Figure 5 we see that the averages of the growing branch clouds, proto + merged clouds, and CCEs are all similar to each other. Thus, in cases when the growing branch (or any other branch or subset) is less prominent or cannot be easily defined, alternative options may exist.
Using BOMEX as our main case study, we have shown that an increase in the cloudy layer depth decreases the degree of adiabaticity (as the RH values decrease toward the top of the cloudy layer) and increases the amount of surface rain, without generating major changes in the partition of clouds between the different morphological and physical classification types. Amazonian clouds show a higher degree of adiabaticity in spite the lower levels of relative humidity below and within the cloudy layer, probably due to significantly larger sizes (both horizontal and vertical) and vertical velocities in those clouds. As a direct continuation to the findings here, in Part II of this work we use the CvM space as a main tool to analyze the effects aerosols have on BOMEX clouds.
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, and ζ [m] is a corresponding constant length scale for LWC increase, typically 1 × 10 À3 .
Here we consider H as the cloud depth with respect to the cloud base. A more general expression should take into consideration the fact that clouds are subadiabatic [Khain et al., 2013] , with the upper bound being the adiabatic case. In such a case one should expect a sublinear increase of LWC with height. 
where β is a measure for the degree of adiabaticity and can range between 0 (constant LWC profile) and 1 (adiabatic-linear LWC increase with height). For simplicity, we have also assumed constant air density (ρ) with height. This approximation degrades for deep clouds. Using the definition of COG along the vertical axis from equation ( 
Combining equations (C2) and (C3), we obtain a general expression for COG dependence on LWP: 
where a depends strongly on the degree of adiabaticity (β) and weakly on thermodynamic parameters (γ), and b is an equivalent measure for degree of adiabaticity, ranging from 0.5 for the theoretical adiabatic case to 1 for the extreme, constant LWC profile case. Taking a value of ρ = 1 and typical γ, ζ , and β values from above, we find a maximum theoretical range of 10 < a < 500. However, the lowest value for β seen in our simulations was 0.5. Taking this value as our lower bound, the range reduces to 10 < a < 70.
By applying a power law fit to COG versus LWP data, one can obtain both a and b coefficients. They can then be used to solve for the domain thermodynamic constant (γ):
while also taking ζ = 1 × 10 À3 and ρ = 1.
